PHILLIPS Transporters

50,000 - 200,000 lbs... Capacity. DC, Battery.
How big do you want it? Self powered, steerable platforms
or automatically guided vehicles from PHILLIPS.

State-of-the-Art Transporters

Not all of our transporters are this high-tech but this is a good
example of how far the material handling at Phillips has come.
Below we show a unit that our customer was so impressed
with that he has now ordered another one!

Battery Powered Steerable Platform

Capacity 60,000 Pounds

Twin 8 horsepower 48vdc drive motors
through high efficiency helical gear
drives provide plenty of power.
Features include: variable speed
mosfet motor control, fail-safe parking
brake, smooth acting automotive type
steering, operator control pendant with
controls for Fwd/Rev, Left/Right,
On/Off, on board battery pack, and
charger. All wheel steer version can
be combined with AGV technology
to provide wire guide steering or
completely automated control.
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PHILLIPS Transporters
High-Tech Transporters when absolute control is a must.

AGV Transporter
AGV Transporters are capable of fully automatic operation within your plant. These high capacity AGV Transporters are equipped with a multitude of performance and safety features.

Heavy-Duty Die Transporter

Heavy-Duty Die Transporter
Maintenance Free Battery Power, Walk-Along Pendant Control, Electromechanical Drive and Steer, Optional Laser Scan Bumpers.
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